checking -i.e. testing if the code behaves as expected and is basically free of programming experiments, which included solar gains through a window with or without a shading device 48 and corresponding building energy simulation code predictions, will be presented in future 49 papers.
51
In empirical validation work measured and predicted uncertainty bands need to be evaluated were within a range of 2 K during experiments described in this paper.
35
To control the outside environment of all six faces of the test cell, an external chamber 36 shown in Figures 2 and 3 was mounted at the cell's south wall. The air temperature in this 37 chamber was controlled by a water/air heat exchanger that was connected to a thermostat 38 apparatus. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the external chamber was covered with aluminum foil 39 that reflects solar radiation, in order to minimize the impact of solar energy in the chamber.
40
Air temperature stratification in the exterior chamber was reduced by a fan. All outer surface 41 temperatures of the south cell wall adjacent to the external chamber were within a band of 
Internal thermal mass

28
The heat capacity of the technical equipment in the cell, which consisted of metallic ducts,
29
grills, fans, a heat exchanger apparatus inside a metallic casing, an electrical cabinet etc.
30
was estimated to be 200 ± 30 kJ/K (Fig. 1, right) . Because the steel sheets were a major 31 component of the thermal mass, the thermal response of the internal mass was assumed to 32 be fast compared with the cell envelope. However, simulations showed that the impact of this 33 thermal mass on the overall transient thermal behavior of the cell was rather small.
35 36
Total steady-state thermal properties
37 Tables 7 and 8 show the heat transfer coefficients Λ i and the thermal conductances H i .
38
These parameters refer to the heat flow between the cell air and the outer surface of the cell envelope. In all TRISCO simulations, the heat transfer resistance between cell inside air and 40 the inner surface of the cell envelope was assumed to be 0.13 m 2 K/W at all locations. It can 41 be seen in Table 7 that 35 % of the heat flow between cell and guarded zone occurs at 42 thermal bridges. Thermal conductance as a function of temperature, θ in °C, are shown in
43
Equations 1 and 2.
45
Guarded zone: H GZ (θ) = 11.877 + 0.0534·θ (W/K) (1)
46
Outside:
48
This temperature dependence is caused by the temperature-dependent thermal 49 conductivities shown in Tables 3 to 5 . Losses at thermal bridges are almost independent of temperature as they are mainly due to heat conduction in metals which is only affected to a 51 very minor extent by temperature changes within ranges considered here. 52 53 54
Sensitivity and uncertainty of steady-state thermal properties
The numerical accuracy of TRISCO simulations was investigated using a grid sensitivity 1 study and was found to be below 2 %. The total uncertainties of the thermal conductance in Equations 1 and 2 were therefore mainly determined by the uncertainty of the input Table 9 shows the impact of the uncertainties of a few parameters on the uncertainties of 10 thermal conductance. These values were found using TRISCO simulations. Additional 11 uncertainties occurred due to deviations of the model geometry or due to uncertainties in 12 calculating heat transfer in cavities. Total uncertainties of thermal conductance, H GZ and 13 H EW , were assumed to be less than ± 8 %. Table 10 shows all meteorological parameters measured at the facility, the type of sensor and uncertainties according to manufacturers' specifications. Table 11 depicts specifications 23 of the most important parameters which were measured in the test cell, the external chamber 24 and in the guarded zone.
26
The locations of sensors in the test cell and in the guarded zone can be seen in Figure 7 .
27
The vertical distances of air temperature sensors inside the cell from the floor to ceiling were . The thermal effects of infiltration were therefore assumed to be negligible. 37 38 39
Experiment for steady-state cell characterization
40
In addition to the computational approach described in Section 3, a steady-state experiment 
Parameters determined in the experiment were the heating power P el , space-averaged air temperature in the test cell T TC (8 sensors), space-averaged outer surface temperature of cell in guarded zone T GZ (25 sensors) and space-averaged outer surface temperature of cell in external chamber T EC (5 sensors (Table 12 ). Taking into account that the uncertainties were dominated by systematic effects, the uncertainties given here were higher than uncertainties 13 of individual sensors from information in Table 11 . It was assumed that mean temperatures 14 and heating power were independent of each other and the total uncertainty was therefore 
18
Based on this steady-state experiment and the procedure described above, numerical values 
26
The real value of H GZ seems to be close to the lower end of the uncertainty band computed 27 numerically by the method described in Section 3. 
46
During the experiment the measured air temperature stratification was less than 0.5 K. 48
The time constant of the cell was determined by analyzing the temperature response of the 49 cell to the first step increase of heating power and was found to be 17 h. 
24
The development of EnergyPlus began in 1996 by the US Department of Energy (DOE), and 
7
For HELIOS, discrepancies at the higher and lower temperatures were found that may 8 mainly result from using a constant thermal conductivity (e.g. deviations tended to be smaller 9 at the beginning and the end of the experiment, when a correct average envelope temperature of 26°C was used to calculate the thermophysical properties)
15
The largest discrepancies were seen when predicting the floor temperature; the error at high 16 temperatures was nearly 3 K lower and at low temperatures was about 1 K lower.
18
For EnergyPlus, there were small discrepancies at the lower and higher temperatures. The 
30
Similar discrepancies seen in the other simulations were also apparent in DOE-2.1E and 
Statistical analysis of transient experiment results
39
To quantitatively evaluate the measured and simulated air temperatures, a set of statistical 40 and comparative quantities was chosen and will also be used in future work within this IEA 
45
To compare each simulation to the experiment, the differences between the experiment and any given hour were estimated using Equation 9; the standard deviation for the 23 measurement error was evaluated assuming a uniform distribution [29] . This analysis was 24 done neglecting time-series interactions, which would also impact the overall uncertainty.
25
The mean value,OU , is reported in Table 13 . which is often used to quantify uncertainty due to input parameters, is that it does not assume linearity and parameter independence and, therefore, gives a more accurate 36 measure of overall output uncertainty bands.
38
Ninety-five percent error bounds, OU i,ESP-r , for each hour were also calculated and the mean 39 quantity, OU , is reported in Table 13 under the ESP-r column.
41
To compare the performance of the individual building energy simulation codes, an uncertainty ratio, UR i , was devised to compare hourly differences with experimental and input errors and is shown in Equation 10. Mean, maximum and minimum uncertainty ratios are reported in Table 13 . 
8
A DSA using uncertainties provided in Table 2 
24
The data of the transient experiment is of high quality and can therefore be used by code 25 developers and modelers for validation purposes.
27
To our knowledge, this study is the most detailed and comprehensive work -in terms of 
37
In view of the complexity and diversity of real building models and correspondingly huge 38 parameter spaces, it is obvious that absolute validation of building energy simulation codes 39 can never be achieved. However, high-quality empirical data remain absolutely essential for ± 5 % ± 3.4 % -Thermal conductivity of EPS foam ± 5 % -± 4.7 % Thermal conductivity of steel ± 10 % ± 0.3 % -Thermal conductivity of stainless steel ± 10 % ± 0.9 % - 
